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Why a Behavior Assessment is Important

When a student's behavior disrupts

classroom instruction, teachers often address

the problem by manipulating events that fol-

low the misbehavior (e.g., verbal reprimands,

isolation, detention, suspension). Experience

has shown that this approach fails to teach the

student acceptable replacement behov íors

(i.e., behaviors that are expected and appropri-

ate for the circumstances). The student may

respond to the consequences for the moment,

but in many instaneeso what has been absent is

a method for determining "why" the student

misbehaved in the first place. Today, there is

good reason to believe that the success of
classroom behavior interventions hinges on

identiffing the likely causes and purposes of
problem behavior, as well as finding ways to

teach and promote appropriate replacement

behaviors that serve the same "functions" as

the inappropriate behaviors.

We know that inappropriate student

behavior may have the same form (e.g.,

Charles and James both t¿lk back to the

teacher) but serve different functions (e.g.,

Charles is seeking peer approval while James

is attempting to control an aversive teacher-

pupil interaction). Functional assessment

helps educators to understand what function

the problem behavior serves for the student.

This enables them to determine interventions

that reduce or eliminate specific problem be-

havior by replacing it with acceptable behav'

ior that serves the same purpose or function

for the student (e.g., teaching Charles more

acceptable ways to gain peer attention).

The logic behind an FBA is that prac-

tically all behavior occurs within a particular

context and serves a specific purpose. Stu-

dents learn to behave (or misbehave) in ways

that satisff a need or that result in a desired

outcome. Students will change their behavior

only when it is clear that a different response

will more effectively and efücientþ result in a

desired outcome. Identifring the purpose of
problem behaviors or more specifically*what
the student togainsrtt otcontrols," or "avoids"

through those behaviors----can provide infor-

mation that is essential to developing instruc-

tional strategies and supports to reduce or

eliminate behaviors that interfere with suc-

cessful classroom performance or participa-

tion.

Conducting an FBA is generally con-

sidered to be a problem-solving process that

looks beyond the behavior itself. The focus

when conducting an FBA is on identifying
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significant, pupil-specific social, affective,

cognitive, and/or environmental factors associ-

ated with the occurrence (and non-occurrence)

of specific behaviors. This broader perspective

offers a better understanding of the function, or

purpose, behind student behavior. Intervention

plans based on an understanding of "why" a

student misbehaves are extremely useful in ad-

dressîng a wide range of problem behaviors.

Keep in mind that an FBA is usually the first

of a two-pronged approach to addressing stu-

dent problem behavior. Conducting an FBA

lays the foundation for developing a BIP. In

reviewing existing data, the team may deter-

mine that more infcirmation is needed before

an effective plan can be designed. Note that,

if the team decides to gather more informa-

tion than already exists in the recordso

prior parental consent is needed (as for any

initial evaluation or reevaluation).

WAat ls a FanatlonaØ BahaviotaQ Assassa,ant çgiAE
An FBA is an approach that incorporørtes a vmiety of techniques anil strategies to åiag'
nose the cantses anil to identifu lihely interventions intenileã to adilress problembehøv'
iors. In other usorils, the FBA loohs beyond the ãemonstratedbehaztíor anå focuses, in'
steail, upon ídentífuingbiological, socíal, affective, anã enzsironmental factors that

initiate, sustain, or end the tmgetbehavior, This øpproach is importmttbecause it leaås

the observer beyonil the "symptom" (the behavior) to the unilerlying motiaation for ít.

It is important to note that the cause of a behavior is not usually considered inappropriate.

Rather, it is the behavior itself-the result-that is judged appropriate or inappropriate. For exam-

ple, getting good grades and acting-out may serve the same function (i.e., getting attention from

adults). Through an FBA, the team can determine that a student is seeking attention by acting-out.

They can then develop a plan to teach the student more appropriate ways to gain attention, thereby

filling the student's need with an alternative behavior that serves the same function as the inappro-

priate behavior. At the same time, strategies may be developed to decrease or even eliminate op-

portunities for the student to engage in the undesirable behavior.

Who Conducts an FBA?

Identifring the underlying cause of
behavior will øke many forms; and, while

the IDEA advises a functional assessment

approach to determine specific contributors

to behavior, it does not require or suggest

specific techniques or strategies to use when

assessing behavior. If a student with behavior

difficulties is a child with a disability, his or

her needs must be addressed in an IEP. In

such caseso the IEP team (which includes,

at the minimum, teachers, an administrator,

related service personnel, parents, and the

student, when appropriate) is responsible for

developing the IEP. Regular education
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teachers who interface with the student are

also involved with developing the IEP and

are responsiblc for implementing it. When

behavior is an issue to the point where disci-

pline procedures such as suspension or ex-

pulsion are used, the IEP team must include

in the student's IEP a BIP based on an FBA.

(See page 6.) Although it is not required by

law, it is a recommended best practice to do

this beþre a behavior issue reaches that

point. In addition, conducting an FBA and

implementing intervention strategies that in-

Most teachers recognize that many class-

room discipline problems can be resolved by

consistently applying standard management

strategies. Strategies proven to be effective

include teaching students how to comply

with well-defined classroom rules, providing

students more strucfure in lessons, making

strategic seating assignments, and posting a

class schedule. These proactive procedures

can sometimes even alleviate the need for

Teachers to learn about other solutions to the

clude a formal BIP or modifications, ac-

commodations, and/or goals and objectives

for addressing behavior is recommended for
non-disabled students as well.

The school Student Assistance Team

(SAT) or other school-based group that han-

dles pre-referral issues could be called upon

to do or help with an FBA, as needed. Select

members of an IEP team can conduct an FBA

or the IEP team may have a qualified profes-

sional, such as a psychologist, do it.

problems they face through student assistance

or intervention assistance teams. Regardless

of the source of this information, school per-

sonnel generally should introduce one or

more standard strategies before seeking to

initiate the more complex, and ofren time-

consuming, process of FBA. A formal as-

sessment usually is reserved for serious, re-

curring problems that do not readily respond

to intervention strategies, or classroom man-

agement techniques and impede a student's

learning or are ongoing.

Qonduatlng an FBA

Below ís a summmy of the stages ínvolveå in a methoå of conducting an FBA.
They me åiscussed ìn áetail on the pages that fallow,

'. Describe anil ilefine the targetbehavior in specific, concrete terms
, Collect information on possible functions of the target behauior

Use ilirect mtd inåirect mea.sures of behavior
Chech accuracy of behaaíor measurement

Cøtegoríze behauior-ls ít línhed to a shill deficit or a performance deficít?
'. Analyze information to form ahypothesis (conyecture or presumed function)
. Devise interoentions and/or develop a BIP
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eonduetimg ffie FBA

Stap l: Sdantl(y and Da(ina tßa Prc60aa $aßavlot

Before an FBA can be conducted,

it is necessary to pinpoint the behavior

causing learning or discipline prob-

lems, and to define that behavior in

concrete terms that are easy to com-

municate and simple to measure and

record. If descriptions of behaviors are

vague (e.g., poor attitude), it is diffi-

cult to determine appropriate interven-

tions. This table shows how vague,

generalized descriptions can be stated

as specific, concrete definitions.

In collecting preliminary information

about student behavior, the team should take

into consideration teacher expectations for

student academic performance as well as

classroom conduct. It might be that teacher

expectations for the student exceed or fall

below the student's abilþ to perform. The

resulting behavior problems may stem from

a sense of frustration, fear of embarrass-

ment, or boredom. fn assessing a studentts

behavior, it is also important to consider

whether a particular response may relate

to cultural differences or expectations. For

example, in some cultures, making eye con-

tact with adults is considered rude; in others,

peer competition is discouraged. Remember

that no two students (or their families) are

the same, regardless of their gender,

Problert
Behaaíor

Cqrcrete Definitíoll,

Trishhits other students during
recess when she does not gether
uøy.

Cørlos is disruptiae.
Cmlos mahes irreleaant and
inap pr o pi øte c omment s during
class iliscussion.

Jan is hyperactiae.

J an leav es her assigneå ar ea añthout
permission.

Jøn completes only portions ofher
inilependent worh.

Janblurts out ansuters usithout
raisingher hønd.

cultural, or ethnic background. As part of
the team, parents can provide valuable in-

formation regarding the behaviors their cuþ

ture values. School personnel should be

aware that differences may exist, respect

these differences, and work to adopt the

family's perspective when considering stu-

dent behavior. When making judgments

about cultural differences or expectations,

professionals who are qualified to make

such statements may be another resource to

the team. Such individuals may be in a good

position to assess the impact of cultural dif-

ferences on learning. The questions that fol-

low can be used as a way for the team to

judge the significance of the behavior exhib-

ited by a student.
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Does the student'sbehøvíor significøntly dffir from that of his/her cløssnates?

Does the behaaior lessen the possibility of successful lea.rning for the student anil/or others?

Have past efforts to aådress the behøaior using standarå interaentions been unsuccessful?

Does the behauior represent a shill or performance deficít, rather than a cultural dffirence?

Is the behaoior serious, persístent, chronic, or ø threat to the safety of the student or others?

If the behauior persists, ís some disciplinary actíon lihely to resuk?

It may be necessary to carefully

and objectively observe the student's be-

havior in different settings and during dif-

ferent types of activities. Interviews with

other school staffand caregivers may help

pinpoint the specific characteristics of the

behavior. A "yes" answer to any of the

questions above can be used to determine

if an FBA is appropriate. Once the team

has defined the problem behavior in con-

crete tenns, they can begin to devise a plan

for conducting an FBA to determine func-

tions (causes) ofthe behavior. For students

with disabilities, it is important to note that

overall planning for conducting the FBA

must be done within the framework of an

IEP meeting. The following sections can

be used to guide teams in choosing the

most effective techniques to determine the

likely causes of behavior.

Stap 2: Ao0Øact ln(ow$tlon to Datawtiaa Faactlon

By collecting and analyzing various

kinds of information about behavior that

significantly disrupts the teaching and learn-

ing process, school personnel are better able

to select the most appropriate interventions.

Information on the social and/or environ-

mental context antecedent and consequent

events (i.e., events preceding or following

the behavior, respectively), and past events

that may influence present behavior. It also

assists teams in predicting when, whereo

with whom, and under what conditions a

certain behavior is most and/or least likely

to occur.

A well developed assessment plan

and a properly executed FBA should iden-

tify the contextual factors that contribute to

behavior. Determining the specific contex-

tual factors for a behavior is accomplished

by collecting information on the various

conditions under which a student is most

and least likely to exhibit the problem be-

havior. That information, collected both in-

directly and directly, allows school person-

nel to predict the circumstances under which

the problem behavior is likely and not likely

to occur.
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A thorough assessment plønuould incluåe collecting ínformation duríng most or all of the

f ollow ing c ir cutns t anc e s :

times uhen the behauìor iloes/does not occur (just prior to lunch, during a particular subject)

specific location of the behaztior (classroom, playground)

conditions u:hen the behaz¡ior does/åoes not occttr (in small groups, during unstructured time)

inãiaíduals present uhen the behauíor is mostfleast lihely to occur (certain students, substitute)

events or conilítíons that typically ocatr before the behaaíor (assigned to a certain reading group)

events or condítions that typically ocar after the behaaior (student is sent out of the room)

commofl settíng eaents (during bad weather, during t"stirrg)

other behaaiors thdt are associated with the problem behauior (series of negative peer interactions)

Multiple sources and methods are

requíred for conducting a behavior assess-

ment. A single source of information gen-

erally does not produce sufficiently accu-

rate information, especially ifthe problem

behavior serves several functions that vary

according to circumstance (e.g., making in-

appropriate comments during class may

serve to get peer attention in some in-

stances, while in other situations it may

serve to avoid being called on by the

teacher).

It is important to understand,

though, that contextual factors are more

than the sum of observable behaviors.

They include certain affective and cogni-

r¡ve behaviors, as well. In other words, the

trigger, or antecedent for the behavior,

may not be something that anyone else can

directly observe, and, therefore, must be

identified using indirect measures. For in-

stance, if the student acts out when given a

worksheet, it may not be the worksheet

that caused the acting-out, but the fact that

the student does not know what is required

(a skill deficit) and thus anticipates failure

or ridicule.Information ofthis type may

be gleaned through a discussion with the

student or a review of information gath-

ered in the FBA process.

Since problem behavior stems from

avariety of causes, it is best to examine the

behavior from as many different angles as

possible. Depending on the nature ofthe

behavior of concern, it is crucial that multi-

ple means be used to collect information

about the behavior. This might include a

review ofthe student's records (educational

and medical), along with an evaluation of a

sample of the student's academic products

(e.g., in-class assignments, tests, home-

worÐ.In addition, the team will want to

use various observation procedures, ques-

tionnaires, interviews with parents, teach-

ers, and other school personnel (e.g., bus

driver, cafeteria workers, playground moni-

tors), as well as interviews with the stu-

dent-whatever the team decides is needed

to better understand the causes ofthe spe-

cific problem behavior.
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Direct and Indirect Measures of Student Behavior

Different behaviors may require differ-

ent data collection techniques. Direct ø.ts¿ss-

ment consists of actually observing the problem

behavior and describing the conditions that

surround the behavior (its context). This context

includes events that are antecedent (i.e., that

occur before) and consequent (i.e., that occur

after) to student behaviors of interest.

There are several tools to select from in

recording direct assessment data. Each has its

particular strength. Assessment teams should

consider what they want or need to know about

the presenting behavior and select direct obser-

vation strategies and recording tools açcord-

ingly. The most commonly used tools and the

kinds of data they can help gather are described

below. Reproducible sample data tools are in-

cluded at the end of this section.

Often, initial observations can be ac-

complished through the use of a scatterplot.

The purpose of a scatterplot is to iden-

tiff patterns of behavior that relate to specific

contextual conditions. A scatterplot is a chart

or grid on which an observer records single

events (e.g., number of student call-outs) or a

series ofevents (e.g., teacher requests and stu-

dent responses) that occur within a given con-

text (e.g., during teacher-led reading instruc-

tion, at lunch, on the playground). Scatterplots

take various forms, depending on the behavior

ofinterest and its social and/or physical con-

text. Some require observers to sequentially re-

cord (by category) various events (e.g., format

of instruction, teacher behavior, student and./or

peer responses, likely purpose ofstudent reac-

tion). See pages 2I-22 for a sample and repro-

ducible scatterplot form.

Another way to observe student be-

havior is with an ABC Observation Form

(Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence). This

approach allows an observer to organize an-

ecdot¿l or descriptive information on the

student's interactions with other students

and adults in such a way that pattems of be-

havior often become clear. A modified ABC

chart might be individualizedto contain sev-

eral predetermined categories of teacher or

peer antecedent behavior, student responses,

and consequent events, along with space for

narrative recording of classroom observa-

tions. See pages 23-24 for a sample and re-

producible ABC Observation Form.

We know that student behavior usu-

ally is related to the context in which it oc-

curs. However, the assessment team will not

always be able to directly observe all the
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events that bring about or maintain specific

student behavior. So-called "setting events"

can exist within the classroom (e.g., Charles is

asked tojoin a new reading group), or be far

removed from it but still exert a powerful in-

fluence over student behavior (e.g., Charles

has an argument with another student at the

bus stop before school). Extemal events ofthis

nature may increase the likelihood of conflict

in the classroom, especially if the student is

struggling academically and/or dislikes the

subject matter. These setting events (or spe-

cific antecedents for the behavior) often may

not be directly observable. In other cases, the

behavior may be serious but not occur fre-

quently enough in settings accessible to adults

to be readily observed (e.g., verbal or physical

aggression). In these instances, the behavior

must be assessed by using indirect measures.

Indirect assessment relies heavily on

the use of interviews with teachers and other

adults (e.g., parents bus drivers, cafeteria

workers) who have direct contact with the stu-

dent. In addition, a semi-structured interview

with the student could provide critical insight

into the student's perspective of the situation

and yield a more complete understanding of
the reasons behind the inappropriate behavior.

It may be useful to follow the same interview

format with both the student and significant

adults (e.g., special and regular classroom

teachers, parents, and support personnel) and

to compare these two sources of information.

Even elementary aged students can be credible

infotmants, capable of sharing accurate infor-

mation about contextual factors that influence

their behavior. Indirect measures can yield

valuable information, but because they are

more subjective, assessment teams must be

careful not to put too much faith in information

derived from informant accounts alone. See

pages 25-26 for lists of functional interview

questions, one for the teacher or parent and one

for the student. Similar information can be

gathered in the form of surveys or question-

naires.

In collecting information regarding

the context of a behavior problem, it is impor-

tant to understand that contextual factors may

include certain affective or cognitive behav-

iors, as well. For instance, Juan repeatedly acts

out during instruction when given lengthy and

difficult assignments. Even so, it may not be

the assignment itself that triggers the acting-

out behavior. Rather, it may be that he knows

he doesn't have the skills necessary to com-

plete the work that prompts an anticipation of
failure or ridicule. Or, he may have a family

member who is critically ill; therefore, he finds

it difficult to concentrate.
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Stap 8: Aafugotlza $aßavlot; Fotott a Hypotßasis

The purpose of conducting a FBA is,

ultimately, to find the most effective way to

address a persistent problematic behavior.

Once the team has defined the behavior and

gathered data about when, where, and how it
is demonstrated, the team is ready to deter-

mine WHY the behavior may be occurring.

For example, knowing that Abby repeatedly

steals from her classmates does not necessar-

In assessing behavior use caution in

assuming that a particular behavior exhib-

ited by a student is by choice, i.e. the stu-

dent does it even though he "knows bet-

ter." For example, a student who intemrpts

may, or may not be aware that there are

altemative, more appropriate ways to be

There are tlwee basíc ways to categorize u:hy abehavíor is occurring:

Fnnctloa-why the student is åemonstrating the behavior, usually to get/seeh
something desireíl or to escape/avoid something painful or unilesireil. Examples: to

get attention or stimulation, to elicit a desireå response, to get a ilesired øctívity, to

escape demaníls/requests, to escape mt activity or person, ta escape an environ-

ment, to control something,

SQre0 doflolt-abehovioral or acaåemic sh¡Il that the stuilent ãoes nothnouthow
to perform. Example: ln a ãisagreement, the studenthits the other stuilentbecause

he does not hnow other strategies for conflict resolutíon. ln cases of shill deficit,
the BIP neeås to ilesqibehoat the shill u:illbe taught milhow the student uill be

supporteil u:hile lemning it.

PoÚo¡nanca da(lclt-abehaaioral or acaãemic shill the student ãoeshnow,but
iloes not consistently perform, Example: A student is chronícally løte for the classes

she ãoesn't "lihe." ln cases of performance ilefícit, the BIP may incluåe strategies
to íncreas e motiaatíon.

ily mean that she is selfish or disregards the

value of possessions. In fact, it could stem

from being embarrassed about not having the

money and/or possessions others have and

not wanting to be looked down upon by her

peers. Therefore, a very important part of the

FBA is for the team to ascerüain and form a

hypothesis about why the behavior is occur-

ring.

heard. When analyzinga behavior, con-

sider if it is more likely that the student
oocan'f'behave differently because he does

not know differently, or ifhe does know

differently and just'kon't." In general,
ncøn'tu indicates a skill deficit, whereas

"won't" indicates a performance deficit.
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While categorizing behavior by function

is integral to an FBA, recognition that prob-

lems can also relate to either skill or perform-

ance deficitso or both, can contribute signifi-

cantly to development of a sound BIP.

Finally, it is also important to remember that

one behavior may have an impact on other

behavìors the student may engage in.

It is the assessment team's responsibility

to consider all relevant information and form

a hypothesis about the behavior that will be

used to develop a BIP. The hypothesis, then'

is the statement describing the team's con-

clusions about the probable cause(s) and

defrcit(s) for the student's manifestation of
the behavior. One way to reach that conclu-

sion is by using a graphic tool that helps ana-

lyze allthe compiled information. This tool,

called a datatriangulation chart or a data hi-
angle, provides a framework on which the

team can pull together and visually compare

information collected from various sources

(scatterplots, ABC charts, interviews). From

there the team members affempt to identifu

possible patterns of behavior, conditions that

trigger the target behavior, functions that

maintain or continue the behavior (get, con-

trol, or avoid something), and finally, deficits

that the problem behaviors fill for the student.

See pages 27-28 for a sample and reproduci-

ble Data Triangle Chart.

The success of thebehøuior interventions tobe developeå for a stuåent åepends on the

accurdcy of the teann's efforts to åefine anå evaluøte the problem. Teams may want to

use this franeutorh for stating their hypothesís:

When (X-target) behaaior occurs, it is usually in the context of (X'u:here anil/or
u:hen) and preceileílby (X) trigger(s).
The stuåent's response is (X-describe in specific behavioral terms),

The resuh of thebehavior is usually (X), which serves to (X-ãescribe "pay-off' ),
The function anil/or purpose of this response ís lihely to be a (X-to get/seeh...or to

escdpe mã,/ or avoiå,.,),
The behavior dppedrs to be a (X-shill åefícit or performance deficit) because (X).

Example: When taunting occurs, it is usually in transition times and is preceded by an upcoming period of social

time (recess, lunch). Sara's response is to criticize or make hurtful comments about other girls. The result of the be-

havior is usually hurt feelings and Sara's separation from the other girls, which serves to remove Sara from the so-

cial group. The function and/or purpose of the behavior is likely to be that Sara is purposely attempting to avoid hav-

ing tò interact with and be accepted by peers. The behavior seems to be a performance deficit, because Sara only

displays this behavior when she feels pressured to be accepted by other girls.
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Scatterplot
Grade: School:Student:

Date(s): Observer:

Behavior ofConcern:

Additional relevant information :

Code used (if any:

Setting or
frlo¡c

Times or
fnloruqlc

DaylDate Day/Date DaylDate Day/Date DaylDate Total Times
flhcareo¡l

Observation Notes

(e.g., specific circumst¿nces under which the behavior occurredo particular antecedents that triggered

thebehavior" times/conditions during which the behavior does not occur, patterns observed, etc.)
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ABC Observation Form

Student:

Date(s):

Grade: School:

Observer:

Behavior of Concem:

Date: _
Time: _

Date: _
Time: _

Date: _
Time: _

CONTEXT OR
CIRCUMSTANCES

A*tn.rnrxt
(what happens just prior)

BrHovron

ConseeuENcE
(what happens right after)

COMMENTS
OR OTHER

OBSERVATIONS
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Sampte Interview Script-TeacherÆarent

Concern has been expressed about-'s behavior, specifically 

-' 

We

are gathering informãtion for the purpos" of identiffing possible reasons for the behavior so that we are able

to develop and recommend appropriate interventions.

e. In what specific settings or under what conditions do you observe the behavior?

A.

e. Are there settings, conditions, or situations in which the behavior does NOT occur?

A.

e. Cha¡acterizÊyour observation of the frequency, intensity, and duration of the behavior.

A.

Q. Who is present when the behavior occurs?

A.

Q. Which of these, if any, typically precede the behavior?

Z directive or requestfrom authority lprovocationfrom peers I academic activity

J unstructured setting Itransitiontime Acertain time of day

Describe the activity or interaction that takes place just prior to the behavior.

Q. Which of these, if any, typically immediately follows the behavior?

J behn¡or is socially reinforced by peers I receives attention I geß corrective feedback

I is removedfrom the setting I privileges are withheld J negative consequence

3 no 
"onr"qlences 

or behavior is ignored I no obvious consistency J other

Describe the typical result of the behavior and consequence of it.

Q. Are there other behaviors that usually occur along with the problem behavior?

A.

A.

A.

e. What positive rçinforcers have you used with this student and how effective were they?

A.

e. What negative consequence have you used with this student and how effective were they?

A.

e. For what reasons might the student be showing this behavior?(eg.,to ge! control, or avoid something)

A.

e. tn your opinion, what would be an acceptable way for the student to achieve the same outcome?

A.

e. Do you feel that this student does not "know how" to achieve his needs using appropriate behavior

(can,t), or does the student know how to behave differently, but consistently chooses not to (won't)?

e. What other insight can you offer about this student or the behavior that might assist us in developing

appropriate, effective interventions? (Parents: any health, eating/sleeping habits, other patterns?)
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Sample Interview ScriPt-Student

We are gathering information in order to better understand what goes on in and out of the classroom. We

would lite to know and considerthe students' point of view as well as the adults'. We need your help to get

an accurate ..picture." Please answer these few questions as openly and honestly as possible.

e. Do you think that what goes on outside of school affects how a student works and behaves in class?

How (give example)?

e. What about you? What is happening in your life outside of school that affects you while in school?
A.

A,

e. Most students are bothered by someone or something that goes on at school. What bothers you?

A.

e. Have you recentþ been punished or reprimanded for something you did in school? Why?

A.

e. How about Odentifv the target behavior\? What was going on the last time or other times you

behaved that way? What happened just before or what caused you to behave that way?

A.

e. What usually happens right after you or another student behaves differentþ than your expected to?

A.

Q. What do you think was expected of you? was the judgment fair or not, and why?

A.

Q. How do you feel about ßpecifrc subiect. teacher, students, situation)?

A.

e. How do you thilk(specifc teaçher, students. other pgrson/people\ feels about you?

A.

Q. What happens when you DO do exactly as you are expected? What SHOULD happen?

A.

e. What consequence has that behavior had for you? What SHOULD the consequence be?

A.

e. Can you think of any times or situations in school that you would really avoid if you could?

A.

e. Can you think of anything that you wish would happen that doesn't happen often or at alli

A.

Q. Name one or two things you wìsh were different about school'

A.

Q. Name one or two things you wish were different outside of school.

Q. Name one or two things you wish were different about yourself'
A.

A.

aÁ
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DATA TRIANGLE 
CHART

lJgetle an¿
toward wr¡tteiãk.

Inferp¡etat¡on rurl*"O, ãi

___-, wa particípatíng, 
ewnvolunteering, 

ín claso dis,

i::: :; * ; ;;" ; :::",,,:: :,

::arererof 
,or14fi

t tm was obøa¡ted ø-Jl]ll-

has a bt.of knowbdge, 
whiah he ís

i!:: " aharc. but onþ verbatþ.

lr* ,U"o to take a iui" o,
ao homework, 

he rcfuaeø,
and eaya he doesnl
care about gndes.

,- 
ABC Ch¡rt Date _Oct;.-tn evety case of T.fub,rfr;t tu ""*^=the anteceden, n"u ri"'i"r 

w perform,

a wr¡ttên b,ar.--. . 
eaoherexpeating

a wrítten product, Hatf ü-^ ^,-' 
-^Ílçctttll

\'",: -] 
- ; ;;: ::: :: :;: r,,,," 

i"*:::",, hosüte (*tdon,t 
síue

\ " 
---f D,espÍte obvious abítity

and willÍngness to.shíne. in
uerbal task€, he Ís gettìng

ru
_ Sou¡ce3

6" ;':: ; ;, :::: "' ; ;"':";:;' :^n 

d'ury 
Pt ua ea nì'u' 

\
lal 

this wrttins to or, ,,!,'i !" 
** *;* ;;;N 

wriþ but witt ontv do- no\

::r: " 
writes too ",.*iï,':!::."',;;;:;;o,n*n 

carda' but tþ¿¡¡ 'p'- u' ' \
nsht,why bothnr ur, 

^',h¡u.w,tbn 

*u *ir'll'"'u 
"p"*n''"i)r";Þ 

Þerore we haà

< w i t k í n s d o e s n,t "" 
" 

r ri,: :::: !, 
;, ; ; ; : ; r: r: :: í::î ; :

Precipitating r "*, only what he can write, 
,
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Data Triangle Chart

Grade: Dates:

Behavior ofConcern:

r Precipit¿ting Events (conditions/circumst¿nces under which target behavior occurs):

¡ Functions that Maintain the Behavior (what he/she gets, controls, or avoids as a consequence of the action):

¡ Deficit(s) (skill or performance):

ABC Chart Date

Interpretation Summary:
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